
There's a Dragon in My Toilet - A Bewildering
Encounter

Dragons have long been mythical creatures, often depicted in stories and folklore
as terrifying beasts that possess great power and strength. While most people
consider dragons to be fictional creatures that only exist in books and movies,
what if I told you there's a real possibility of having a dragon in your toilet?
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Understanding the Origins

The idea of a dragon lurking in the pipes of your bathroom might seem absurd,
but there have been numerous reports of astonishing encounters with such
creatures. To comprehend this phenomenon, we need to explore the origins of
these dragons.
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Legend has it that these toilet dragons come from a parallel dimension named
Draconia. This realm is believed to be hidden within the depths of our own world,
accessible through certain portals or gateways.

While the existence of Draconia is still a subject of debate among researchers,
stories of dragon sightings in bathrooms have cropped up throughout history,
leading many to believe in the presence of these majestic creatures.

Unveiling the Truth

Now, you might be wondering, how can such colossal creatures fit inside a
humble toilet? Well, the truth is that these beings possess the ability to
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manipulate their size and shape, making it possible for them to traverse through
narrow pipes undetected.

Many unsuspecting individuals have experienced moments of disbelief when
opening their toilet lids only to be greeted by the sight of a dragon staring back at
them, calmly residing inside the bowl as if it were its natural habitat.

Encounters of the Third Kind

Accounts of individuals encountering these toilet dragons often involve both
astonishment and fear. Picture yourself innocently heading to the bathroom late
at night, only to find a serpentine creature coiled up in your toilet.

The initial shock and fright are undoubtedly overwhelming, as most people are
conditioned to view dragons as dangerous predators. However, the reality is far
from that assumption.

Upon witnessing these unexpected guests, some brave souls have managed to
establish a bond with the dragons, forming symbiotic relationships based on
mutual respect and understanding.

Benefits of a Water-Dwelling Dragon

Contrary to their fearsome reputation, toilet dragons can bring various
advantages to those lucky enough to coexist with them.

One of the most apparent benefits is enhanced bathroom hygiene. These
dragons possess powerful breath that can instantly vaporize any unpleasant
odors, leaving your bathroom fresh and odorless after each use.

Moreover, their ability to consume organic waste offers a sustainable waste
management solution, reducing the environmental impact of sewage systems.



The Inevitable Challenges

Living with a toilet dragon, however, is not without its challenges. Their large size
requires proper care in terms of nutrition and habitat, demanding a spacious
bathroom and a well-balanced diet of livestock and fresh produce.

Additionally, the secrecy surrounding these creatures poses a challenge in
sharing your newfound companionship with others. Society's skepticism and fear
of the unknown might lead to misunderstandings or even attempts to capture the
dragon, putting both parties at risk.

Embracing a New Reality

While the presence of a dragon in your toilet may seem unreal and fantastical,
countless witnesses swear by their encounters and advocate for the coexistence
of these magnificent creatures.

Perhaps it's time we embrace the notion that our world can contain both the
extraordinary and the mundane, allowing our imaginations to form connections
with the unexplainable.

So, as you go about your daily routine, take a moment to appreciate the
possibility that there might just be a dragon lurking beneath the surface of your
porcelain throne. Who knows? Maybe one day, you'll witness this bewildering
encounter yourself.
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Book two in a hilarious new series featuring one boy and a little dragon with an
oversized appetite for adventure. Eric finally succumbs to Pan’s demands and
agrees to take the Mini-Dragon to school with him. But Eric gets more trouble
than he bargained for when nightmare neighbour Toby switches his backpack
with Eric’s and dragon-naps Pan! Now Eric must dash across town to Toby’s posh
school and swap them back before his snappy secret is out! Perfect for fans of
Jeremy Strong and Compton Valance.
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